Radiation emission from an asymmetric quantum dot coupled to a plasmonic nanostructure 
Introduction
There have been significant research activities on hybrid systems consisting of one semiconductor quantum dot (QD) and one metallic nanoparticle (MNP). The strong robustness against relaxation [1, 2] and the flexibility to accommodate their properties (e.g. energy scales) make them attractive for specific applications. In isolated QD's, many interesting phenomena have been found such as the observation of Rabi oscillations [3] , coherent manipulation of excitons [4] and Autler-Townes splitting in optical AC Stark effect. Mollow absorption spectrum has also been demonstrated for a single neutral exciton [5] [6] [7] , bi-exciton [8] and for a single selfassembled charged QD [9, 10] . Among other findings, resonance fluorescence has been obtained for the first time from a single QD embedded between two distributed Bragg reflectors of moderate reflectivity [8] . These experiments allow to develop single quantum emitters for quantum light spectroscopy and quantum information applications.
On the other hand, in QD-MNP hybrid systems, when the exciton energy of the QD is on resonance with the plasmon peak of the MNP, strong exciton-plasmon coupling can be observed on the power absorption [11, 12] . It is wellknown that nanometer-scale metallic structures can dramatically modify the optical properties of various optically active objects of similar dimensions such as atoms, molecules, or QD's. The underlying physical mechanism relies on the fact that a MNP, whose size is smaller than the wavelength of light in vacuum, exhibits strong dipolar excitations in the form of localized surface plasmon resonances. These are nonpropagating excitations of the conduction electrons coupled to the light field [11, 13] . These localized surface plasmons are tightly spatially confined, leading to a resonant modification of the local field felt by the QD [14] [15] [16] [17] . In addition, the local density of states are dramatically altered by the MNP, which results in a modification of the spontaneous emission rates of the QD's optical transitions [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Strong local fields are particularly important for nonlinear optical processes, such as surface-enhanced Raman scattering and second harmonic generation [22, 23] . The possibility of reaching the quantum regime using plasmonic systems has also been addressed [18] [19] [20] . The effect of a plasmonic nanoparticle on the resonance fluorescence spectrum (RFS) of a two-level atom was first analyzed in [24, 25] . There, the modification of the atom radiation field caused by the presence of the nanoparticle and the change in the local field in the vicinity of the nanoparticle caused by the particle's remission (i.e., the re-normalization of the Rabi frequency) were taken into account.
All these experiments have been analyzed in the framework of symmetric QD's with inversion symmetry. In asymmetric QDs, the permanent dipole moments (PDM's) 11 m and 22 m are non-zero due to the asymmetry of the confining potential of the QD. For instance, PDM's has been experimentally observed in exciton states of several kinds of QD's [26] [27] [28] [29] , in excited quantum rings [30] , in the exciton and biexciton states [31] , and in InGaN/GaN QD's excitonic complexes [32] .
It has been shown that the response of a quantum system (atom/molecule) to an external electromagnetic field can be significantly modified if the system possesses PDM's [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . When the inversion symmetry of these artificial atoms is broken, the selection rules do not apply [38] , and microwaveinduced transitions between any two energy levels in multilevel superconducting quantum circuits are possible. Thus, multi-photon and single-photon processes can coexist in such artificial multilevel systems [38, 39] . PDM's considerably influence the saturation of absorption on intersubband transitions. More interestingly, PDM's enable two-level secondharmonic generation [40] and allow correlated photon pairs generation at variable frequencies [41] . PDM's also enhance multi-photon resonant excitation of a quantum system subjected to a strong laser field [42] [43] [44] .
In the current paper, we consider a single QD in close proximity to a MNP. For symmetric QD's such system can be described by the well-known Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian [45] . This model predicts the transformation of the emission spectrum from the Rabi doublet to the Mollow triplet as pump intensity increases [46] [47] [48] [49] . The incorporation of the asymmetry into the quantum system changes radically its emission pattern and leads to new optical transitions which were forbidden in the symmetric case. In particular, optical transitions at the Rabi frequency in QD's placed in a strong external laser field have been found [50] . A similar effect occurs for asymmetric quantum wells placed inside a planar microcavity [51, 52] . In view of this, the aim of this paper is to develop a general theoretical approach to study the interaction of an hybrid system formed by an asymmetric QD and a MNP. We emphasize on the presence of large PDM's of the electronic states of the QD. The influence of plasmonic effects between the MNP and the QD is analyzed using the Green tensor method. We study the terahertz (THz) emission from the QD-MNP hybrid system driven by a monochromatic classical field. We present numerical simulations for a representative case of QD, taking values of the oscillator strengths, decay rates and the characteristic energy levels from experimental studies. Both the strength and the frequency of the THz radiation may be conveniently modified and controlled by changing the separation distance between the MNP and the QD.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 establishes the model, i.e., the Hamiltonian of the system and the timeevolution equations of the atomic operators. We incorporate the effects of the field enhancement and the modification of the decay rates by making use of the Green tensor method. We also derive a second-order atom-plasmon Hamiltonian taking into account the counter-rotating terms introduced by the PDMs of the QD. Section 3 deals with the numerical simulations of the spectral properties of the fluorescence photons. We analyze the RFS, the temporal properties of the second-order correlation functions of such fluorescence photons and the absorption spectrum of a weak probe field. Finally, section 4 summarizes the main conclusions.
Basic equations
We consider an asymmetric QD which can be modeled as a two-level quantum system with ground (excited) state 1 
w being a unit vector which allows for the specification of the polarization of the laser field and the corresponding angular frequency. We will consider the laser field parallel (perpendicular) to the QD-MNP separation vector, i.e., u ẑ= (u x= ). In any case, the pump field should be considered to be aligned both with the transition and PDM of the QD. The laser field can transfer an electron in the QD from the valence band into the conduction band, thus the ground state 1 | ñ corresponds to the absence of free carriers while the excited state 2 | ñ is associated to the creation of a direct exciton. The QD is placed in close proximity to a spherical MNP with radius a as depicted in figure 1(a) . The MNP is characterized by the (dispersive and lossy) dielectric function m ( )  w . The Hamiltonian that governs the dynamics of the coupled QD-MNP hybrid system can be written as
The free Hamiltonian H A of the two-level QD system reads as 
λ being an index for polarization. The interaction Hamiltonian between the QD and the medium-assisted electromagnetic field reads as
is the dyadic Green's tensor which is a solution of the Helmholtz equation
together with the boundary condition G r r , , 0
, and I being the unit dyadic. In addition, the Green's tensor obeys the useful integral relation
which follows directly from the Helmholtz equation [53] .
Here, r r r , , i ,
stands for the complex permittivity of the MNP at frequency ω.
Finally, H Ext is the part of the Hamiltonian which accounts for the external coherent interaction of the laser field with the QD-MNP system, namely
The pump field contains the direct pumping field term plus the scattered field from the MNP 
is the incident field operator, and V MNP stands for the volume of the MNP. Note that for an intense incident driving
) it can be treated as a c-number, so that the effective Rabi field can be expressed as
( ) being the field enhancement factor when the incident field is polarized along the X(Z) axis. In the above equation u W is the renormalized Rabi frequency associated with the driving field and the field produced by the MNP which acts back upon the QD. 
In this work we are interested in the dynamical evolution of the QD, so we only need the reduced density matrix of the system. For this purpose we shall derive an effective Hamiltonian for the atom-plasmon coupling. Let us consider a unitary transformation U(t). If we define
First, we perform the unitary rotating transformation given by 
Note that in deriving equation (17) the rotating-wave approximation has not been considered. Equation (17) can be further simplified when using the well-known expansion of the exponential functions in terms of Bessel functions 
denotes the real part of the magnitude enclosed in square brackets.
It follows from equation (19) that the effects of PDM's are included through the parameter β in the argument of the Bessel functions. We stress that the above Hamiltonian is applicable for arbitrary multi-photon transitions and is very difficult to obtain a general solution. In what follows, we will obtain an effective Hamiltonian for the cases of one-photon process. Therefore we assume the following resonance condition
The presence of rapidly oscillating terms in equation ( 
where we have defined E r Er d ,
Now we can derive from the effective one-photon Hamiltonian (21) the equations of motion of both matter and radiation. Since the quantized electric field E r ,
(see equation (7) 
A formal integration results in the following expression (see appendix B):
The radiation field (see equation (24)) consists of four different terms. The first one represents the free evolution of the field; the second one represents an emission of a photon at the laser frequency ; L w while the third term represents an emission at the frequency 2
, taking into account the Bloch-Siegert shift. Finally, the last term corresponds to an emitted photon at the frequency 2 
However, as we mentioned above, PDM's are non-null in asymmetric QDs. By using realistic QDs the frequency 2
lies in the THz range, therefore the emission spectra will contain THz radiation. It should be noted that if the argument β of the Bessel functions in equation (24) is weak (
, and the equation of motion for the field operator (equation (24)) reduces to the one obtained by Oster et al [41] .
A master equation for the reduced density matrix of the QD ( t S ( ) r ) can be obtained by tracing the density operator of the total system over the radiation reservoir variables, i.e., t Tr t
Using the Born-Markovian approximation, it can be shown that the reduced density matrix obeys the following equation of motion
26 
In view of equation (26) it is easy to derive the Bloch equations, which read as
, 0 
A close inspection of equation (28) reveals that the plasmonic interaction induces a modification of the spontaneous decay rates and an enhancement of the Rabi frequency which drives the QD according to the expression given in equation (12) . Furthermore, the presence of the PDM's allows for the emission of terahertz radiation for proper values of the detuning L 0 w w -. As we will show later, these features allow us the possibility of controlling the THz emission by varying the QD-MNP distance R and the driving field polarization. The resulting THz radiation can be characterized by means of the so-called RFS of the QD-MNP hybrid system. This spectrum is proportional to the Fourier transformation of the steady-state correlation function E r t t E r t lim , ,
, where E r t E r t , , (
-+ is the negative/positive frequency part of the radiation field in the far zone. In the current system it has been shown (see equation (24) ) that the radiation field consists of an optical field at the frequency 2
, which is proportional to the atomic polarization operator s + , and a THz field at the frequency 2
, which is proportional to the atomic s -. In the case of the fluorescence photons in the optical range, the RFS is nothing but the Mollowtriplet modified by the presence of the MNP. However, in the current system we obtain photons in the THz range as a result of the polar character of the QD. In this work we focus our analysis on the RFS in such range, which can be expressed in terms of the following atomic correlation function
where [ ] R denotes the real part of the magnitude enclosed in square brackets. It is worth noting that equation (29) is different to the normal definition of resonance fluorescence spectra encountered in general textbooks that have the atomic operators t ( ) s -and t ( ) s + in the reverse order [60] . In our case, the atom has to be excited from the ground state into the excited state to emit a THz-photon, contradicting the normal process, in which a photon is emitted just when the two-level system is already excited [41] .
The quantum nature of the THz generated photons can be revealed by analyzing their statistical properties. This can be accomplished by computing the second-order correlation function [60] 
t t t t t
is proportional to the atomic operator s -. Therefore, the probability to detect an optical photon at time t t + when at time t a THz photon was produced reduces to 
Oster et al [41] have shown that for the case of an isolated molecule with PMD's strongly driven out of resonance, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is violated. This demonstrates the non-classical character of the pair of photons (the optical photon and the THz photon), i.e., the following results holds:

. Here we will analyze the time dynamics of g 12 2 ( ) ( ) t and how the presence of the MNP influences the statistic of the emitted photons.
We end our analysis of the properties of the hybrid system by computing the steady-state absorption spectrum of a very weak probe field in the THz range. Such spectrum is given by 
t +   , and A u THz, ( ) w can be carried out from the equation of motion of the density matrix of the system and by invoking the quantum-regression theorem [60] .
Numerical results
We consider a dipole emitter located at a distance R of a gold spheric MNP with radius a=40 nm. As a realistic example, we choose a QD molecule which consists of two layers with identical GaAs QD's separated by a AlGaAs spacer. This structure can be experimentally obtained via multi-step selfassembly as described in [61] [62] [63] As a first step, we focus our attention on the modifications of the spontaneous emission rate at frequency L w due to the presence of the MNP. We also address how the presence of the MNP modifies the effective Rabi frequency felt by the QD through the parameter F e u , | |. The numerical results have been obtained by using the procedure described in [66] : in this computational approach, the surface of the MNP is discretized by a set of triangles and the electromagnetic potentials are matched at the triangle centers. By fulfilling the boundary conditions imposed by Maxwell's equations through auxiliary surface charges and currents, we can estimate the optical properties of the MNP with the selected shape embedded in a dielectric environment as depicted in figure 1 . We achieved a spatial resolution of approximately 1 nm. The dielectric function of the gold MNP was extracted from optical data [67] . The QD-MNP is embedded in a surrounding medium with permittivity 2.25
The results obtained for u ẑ= and u x= are displayed in figures 2(a) and (b), respectively.
We find a very different behavior of the decay rate L u , g depending on the relative orientation of the transition dipole moment 12 m  with regard to the line joining the centers of the MNP and the QD. In the case that 12 m  is parallel to the Z-axis there is a larger variation of the decay rate versus distance than in the case that it is parallel X-axis. This asymmetric behavior has its origin in the difference between the surface charge oscillations produced in the two situations considered: since the MNP acts like a nanoscale cavity, the vacuum fluctuations strongly depend on the relative orientation of the dipole emitter to the MNP. The plasmon modification to the effective Rabi frequency felt by the QD is also strongly influenced by the orientation of the laser field polarization. For the case with x polarization the field correction remains below unity for all the distances considered, whereas it is enhanced for the case with zˆpolarization. In the limit of large distances we obtain that 
should not exceed that of the difference between the laser frequency and the two-level system frequency, i.e., 2 The presence of the gold MNP modifies this situation: in the case that the polarization of the incident field is x (dashed line) the curve shifts to the right, which indicates that saturation is obtained for a free space Rabi frequency larger than in the case of the isolated QD. This result is expected since the field enhancement factor F e x , | | is lesser than unity (see right axis in figure 2(b) ). Then, the effective Rabi frequency felt by the QD x W (see equation (12)) is lower than c 0 W . In the case that the polarization of the incident field is zˆ(dashed-dotted line), the resulting curve shifts to the left and saturation is obtained for a free space Rabi frequency lower than in the case of the isolated QD. This behavior is easily explained by taking into account the field enhancement factor F e z , | | (see right axis in figure 2(a) Figure 4 displays the RFS of the low-frequency spectrum via S log 10 THz ( ) w for four different MNP-QD separations when the polarization of the incident electric field is set to u x= ( figure 4(a) ) and u ẑ= ( figure 4(b) ). Solid line shows the RFS when the MNP is not present or very far from the QD. The spectrum shows the well-known behavior consisting in a Lorentzian central peak at 4.9 10 , ] g normalized to 0 g (solid lines), and field enhancement factor ( ) w w = + W + D and it is dependent on the polarization of the incident field. In the case with polarization of the incident field u x= (see figure 4(a) ), the plasmonic effects manifest as a negative shift for the blue sideband as the MNP-QD distance decreases. The tunability of the frequency of the sideband ( 2
) is estimated to be around 4 THz. This behavior is expected since F e x , | | remains below unity and decreases as the distance R decreases (see figure 2(b) ). In addition, the central line frequency moves slightly to positive frequencies reaching a frequency of figure 2(b) ). In the case with polarization of the incident field u ẑ= (see figure 4(b) ), the central line
which is red-shifted in comparison with the absence of MNP. This is due to the high enhancement of the field felt by the QD. The frequency of the sideband is blue-shifted with regard to the case without MNP and the tunability of the frequency of the sideband field Δ can be also externally changed, thus providing a full set of knobs to adjust the production of THz radiation. In summary, the plasmonic interaction results in a huge shift of the frequency of the sideband which can be adjusted by proper selection of the distance R, the free-space Rabi frequency ( c 0 W ), and the detuning Δ of the driving laser. Such interaction is accompanied by a weak modification of the frequency of the central line of the spectrum of the THz photons (the Bloch-Siegert shift depends indirectly on R through the effective Rabi field u W ). It is worth mentioning that besides the production of THz photons, the strongly detuned driven QD also produces optical photons. The steady-state RFS of such photons can be computed using the corresponding two-time
. In this case the order of the operators appearing in the two-time correlation is the usual (see for example [60] ). The results obtained for the optical photons can be summarized as follows: in the absence of the MNP we recover the usual Mollow-triplet with a central line and two additional sidebands. The gold MNP produces a shifting of the sidebands of the optical photons (not shown). The sign of the shift depends on the polarization of the incident field.
In order to bring to light the quantum nature of the THz photons we evaluate the second-order intensity correlation g 12 ( ) t . We used the free space Rabi frequency value used above. i.e., We can see that the intensityintensity correlation starts at 0 t = with a positive value and alternates periods of emission and darkness (bunching/antibunching) which is a clear signature of the quantum character of the process. The period of such oscillations is enlarged (shortened) for u x= (u ẑ= ). This is expected since the period depends on the effective Rabi field u W which varies with the polarization of the incident field. Note that almost half of the time in a period, the correlation flips from bunching to anti-bunching. If we select a free space Rabi frequency an order of magnitude lower than the previous one, we move close to the region where the system is weakly excited (see figure 3) . The results for 2. W =´rad s −1 are displayed in figure 5(b) . We observe that in the absence of MNP (solid line) the two-time correlation oscillates but keeps values in the bunching regime. This behavior is also reproduced in the presence of the gold MNP when the polarization of the incident field is x (dashed line). However, when the polarization of the incident field is z( dashed-dotted line) we recover a periodic transition from bunching to anti-bunching, although the interval of time in the latter regime is lesser than T 2.
The dark periods appearing in figure 5 (a) correspond to the instants of time when the system has a non-vanishing probability to be in the upper state. Thus, it is unlikely to obtain an optical photon preceded by a THz photon since those photons are produced mainly when the system is in the lower state. To see this effect we plot in figure 5 (c) the time evolution of inversion. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the dark periods of the second-order correlation and the periods where population inversion is obtained. Figure 5(d) shows the population inversion when the system is weakly excited. In this case, the absence of dark periods in the second-order correlation (see solid and dashed lines in figure 5(b) ) are correlated with the time evolution of z ( ) s t .
There is a nearly vanishing probability to find the system in the upper state, thus the signals remain in the bunching regime. The situation changes dramatically for the polarization u ẑ= (see dashed-dotted line in figures 5(b) and (d)), where a brief period of darkness is obtained which corresponds to those instants of time where z ( ) s t reaches positive values.
Finally we estimate the refractive properties of a weak probe field in the THz range interacting with the hybrid system. The susceptibility for such field can be computed by evaluating equation (33) . The results obtained when the incident field is polarized along the X axis are depicted in figure 6 (a). To better appreciate the narrowness of those spectral features we shifted the horizontal axis for each curve by the corresponding frequency of the sideband s x , w , which are coincidental with those appearing in the RFS of the THz spectra, and the results are displayed in figure 6(b) . Here we can see that besides the red-shifting of the sideband due to the presence of the MNP, the peak of gain is strongly enhanced as a result of the plasmonic interaction. However, for the shortest distance (R = 50 nm, dashed line) the peak is reduced. This effect has its origin in the fact that for such short distance the plasmonic interaction results in the enhancement of the decay rate j R L , , ( ) g = on the distance R between the MNP and the QD. The amplification of the weak probe is dramatically modified when the incident field is polarized along the Z axis as shown in figure 6(c) where the presence of the MNP results in the decrease of gain. We know from left axis in figure 2(a) that the plasmonic interaction results in a huge enhancement of the γʼs and, consequently, the reduction of the time the system remains excited, thus the obtention of wider curves for the probe gain should not come as a surprise. The behavior found indicate that the use of an incident field along the X axis is most favorable for the obtention of large amplification of the probe signal.
Conclusions
We propose a scheme for controlling the absorption spectrum and RFS of a QD with broken inversion symmetry interacting with a plasmonic nanostructure. The QD is described as a two-level atom-like system with a permanent dipole moment in the excited state. A linearly polarized laser field drives the optical transition of the QD and produces localized surface plasmons in the MNP. The presence of the MNP leads to local field corrections and modifies the spontaneous emission rate of the allowed optical transition. The influence of plasmonic effects between the MNP and the QD is analyzed using the Green tensor method. It is shown that these effects result into dramatic modifications of the optical properties of the fluorescence photons. If the laser frequency lies above the transition frequency of the QD, a new set of peaks at THz frequencies appear in the RFS. The position and strength of these peaks can be controlled by the separation between the QD and the MNP. The physical origin of this behavior can be understood in terms of the induced Bloch-Siegert shift and its modification by the plasmonic interaction. The quantum nature of the emitted THz photons is analyzed by means of the second-order intensity correlation. It is shown that the intensity-intensity correlation starts at 0 t = with a positive value and alternates periods of emission and darkness (bunching/anti-bunching) which is a clear signature of the quantum character of the process. The period of such oscillations can be controlled by the polarization of the driving field. Finally we estimate the refractive properties of a weak probe field in the THz range interacting with the hybrid system. It is shown that a red-shifting of the absorption sideband accompanied by an enhancement or decreasing of the peak of gain take place depending on the QD-MNP separation. t , describing the probability to detect an optical photon after a THz photon as a function of time elapsed after the emission of the terahertz photon t T t = . Solid line corresponds to the intensity-intensity correlation in the absence of MNP. Dashed/dashed-dotted line corresponds to the intensity-intensity correlation for a gold MNP located at R=60 nm from the QD when the incident field is polarized along the X/Z axis (u x= /u ẑ= ). The detuning of the driving field is 5 10 12 D =´rad s 
